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New Comfort
Features.

Construction

And Plenty of Suits in Sizes

for Every Man Regardless of
Build!
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higher priced suite are a
definite part of the Sheldon group. They include “hugfast” patented collars, Talon fastened trousers, Eze-Swing
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Free

Sheldon Suit!

very low

prices

Mr. Sheldon will b« la the street
in front of our sir-cooled men’s
■hop between 10 and 10:20 a-m.
Wednesday. The first parson
touching him on the shoulder and
saying, ^You’re wearing the Heeht
Company’s famous $25 Sheldon
suit,’* will get a suit free!

slack months.

have

atmosphere

Wednesday.

Mr. Sheldon!

plenty of salesmen to assist you
competently, in a shop whose temperature
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your money
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satisfaction for you to attend the
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or

at 9:15 am.

"S SENSIBLE TO
UY IN AUGUST
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judge

Free? Consolation prises of
tickets to “Cimarron" at
Keith's for those who miss
the first opportunity.

coolly perfect.

You can buy now, and if you like pay for it
later under the plan listed below.

This is the last day Mr. Sheldon
will appear in Washington.

4 Convenient Ways to Pay:
1.

Lay-by plan.
payments.

10% deposit

and balance in moderate

10% deposit, balance in convenient monthly payments plus very small carrying
charge.

2. Liberal credit

3.

Charge

plan.

bill rendered October 1st.

4. Or pay cash if you

like, and we’ll retain your suit until

you want it.
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